
ENNSD Symposium Toulouse, 2022 

How to get to LAAS 
 
1. From City Center to LAAS 

You may take a metro (underground transport) followed by a bus from the metro stop to 
LAAS. There is also a direct bus from city center to LAAS. However, metro lines run more 
frequently, whereas a direct bus would be less frequent. 

Metro + Bus (~30 min): Find the nearest Metro (underground transport) stop for Line B, 
such as: Palais de Justice, Jean-Jaures, Jeanne d’Arc, Francois Verdier.  Take the Metro Line B, 
direction Ramonville, and use one of the following options: 

• Either, get down at “Faculté de Pharmacie”, take the bus 78 (direction Saint-Orens 
Lycée) and get down at stop “LAAS”. You may also walk from “Faculté de Pharmacie” 
to LAAS, which would roughly take 15 mins.  

• Or, get down at “Ramonville Saint-Agne”, take the bus 27 (direction Ramonville), and 
get down at the stop “LAAS”. 

Bus (~30 min): From the bus stop Jean-Jaures, or Matabiau Railway station, take the bus 
line 27 (direction Ramonville Saint-Agne) and get down at stop “LAAS”. 
Taxi: A taxi would roughly take 15 minutes from the city center to “LAAS”. 

 

2. From Toulouse-Blagnac airport 
If you are using public transport, you have to come to city center first then use one of the 
options listed in item 1 to get to LAAS. 

Tram to city center (~25min): Take Tram Line T2 to “Palais de Justice” in city center. 
Shuttle (~15 min): Take the airport shuttle to the city center and get down at the stop 
Jeanne d'Arc Station. 

Taxi: You may take a taxi from the airport to LAAS, which would take ~20 minutes. 

 
3. From Toulouse - Matabiau Railway station 

Metro: Take the metro line A, from the Railway Station, and get off at station Jean Jaurès, 

this station is the only point of correspondence between lines A and B underground. From 
there, proceed as in item 1. 

Bus: You may take the bus 27, direction Ramonville, to directly get to « LAAS ». 

Taxi: A taxi would take roughly 15 minutes from the railway station to LAAS. 

 
4. Arriving to Toulouse by car (from Autoroute A620, that connects A61 and A62) 

Exit 20/21, direction « Complexe scientifique de Rangueil »  

 
Useful links: 

Read more about buses and underground transport (schedule, lines...) 
More information about airport shuttle 

 

http://www.tisseo.fr/en/getting-around
https://www.toulouse.aeroport.fr/en/transports/public-transport

